£ to be a finite set. For iV> 1, however, the theorem does have content: a qualitative corollary is that zero-sets in U N which have positive distance from T N must be rather nice near the rest of the boundary of U N . More precisely, such sets E must satisfy the following generalized Blaschke condition:
If *(X) = (0i(X), • • • , ^>AT(X)) for X£Ü7, where each <j>j is a holomorphic map of U into U, and if
This is a consequence of Blaschke's theorem, applied to the zeros of the bounded function Fo$.
It is also worth noting that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 does not imply the stronger conclusion that F can be chosen so as to be continuous on U N KJT N : 
if Z(F) contains E, then F = 0.
We first sketch the proof of Theorem 2. Let B be a Blaschke product such that every point of the unit circle is a limit point of zeros of J3, define ƒ(*, w) =2w-B(z) for ( 
||Re*i||Qâ (8/(1 -r))||ReA||Q.
The norm used in (3) is the supremum over Q. Suppose h -u+iv in Q and \u\ gl. Put / = §(l+r). It is easy to see that |A'(X)| ^4/(1 -r) if |X| =/, so that 
